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Abstract
Simulations for seismic wave propagation in the sedimentary basin over half-infinite rock space
were performed in this analysis. The results indicated that the basin shape in heterogeneous
structures affected wave dynamic characteristics in propagating. The refraction wave from the
rock brought the multireflection wave and the secondary surface wave in the basin. The waves oscillating up-down within the basin shook the buildings time after time resulting in heavy damage.
The geometrical focusing by basin corners and the physical interference between waves significantly amplified the ground motions. The location of peak ground motion due to the interference
was attributable to the apparent velocity difference between the secondary surface wave and the
body wave. The late-arrival waves also resulted in the peak ground motion. The frequencies of the
late-arrival waves of multireflection might cause dispersion. The late-arrival conversion waves
with various frequencies widened the frequency band of seismic input waves shaking buildings
and could seriously damage buildings with corresponding intrinsic frequencies.
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1. Introduction
Numerical simulation of wave propagation in a heterogeneous medium has been employed widely in various
geophysical research projects [1]-[7]. Many results of the strong ground motions have been reported in order to
mitigate earthquake damages [8]. The wave propagation in the heterogeneous structure formed by the sediment,
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or alluvial layer, lying upon the rock layer is an interesting topic for seismological and aseismic studies [9] [10]
because the sedimentary basins of complex structures are distributed widely over the continent. Moreover, it is
worth mentioning that many urban districts are located in or near such basins. Earthquake damage related to basin became a serious problem for modern cities as industry develops and the pace of urbanization speeds up [11]
[12]. The bottom shapes of basins are usually quite different from each other. Many basins are beside mountains
or foothills. Some of them are even typically bounded by active fault zones in the tectonic sense. The different
structure of a basin can affect the earthquake damage scale and its distribution. Severe earthquake damage can
happen in basin regions far away from an earthquake fault, even if low seismicity exists in the basin [13] [14].
Therefore, many numerical simulation studies on ground motion around special basins have been carried out
[15]-[19]. The earthquake hazard and strong ground motion around heterogeneously sedimentary basins have
been extensively discussed. Some results suggested that earthquake damage and complicated intensity distributions might be related to the geological structure [20] [21]. Some recent results suggested that the secondary
surface wave could be generated during wave propagation in an unhomogeneous basin. The secondary wave also affected the strong ground motion. The simulations of secondary surface waves and their spatial interference
with the body wave were introduced to ground motion study in the alluvial fan structure [22]. The problem
about reflection wave is also an important topic as one investigates the relation between the strong ground motion and the secondary waves in the basin structure. The propagation apparent velocity of a reflection wave
might be different from that of the incidence wave at some time [23]. The reflection wave shocks to the buildings on the surface and extended the duration of the shocks too. The investigation of secondary reflection waves
is of significance for analyses of the strong ground motion in a heterogeneous medium [24].
Unlike previous studies focused on lateral variations of strong ground motion we are going to investigate dynamic characteristics of the waveforms besides spatial variations of waveform amplitudes in detail. The reason
is that earthquake damage is closely related to the spectra of input waves, duration and effect on buildings too.
The seismic wave propagation processing in the inner basin and the effects on ground motion by the incidence
and late-arrival conversion waves are discussed fully in the present analysis. The structure formed by the sedimentary medium over the rock layer is adopted for the simulation of strong ground motion in this analysis. We
prefer a cross section transecting the sedimentary basin to demonstrate wave propagation simulations. The wave
characteristics in the propagation process were investigated by employing snapshots, waveform gather and
ground motion distribution over the basin structure in the following sections.

2. Simulation Technique
The wave simulations involved the recurrence and conversion wave phases in wave propagation. The wave
propagation and its ground motions in a heterogeneous structure were calculated as a 2D-SH wave problem using the pseudo-spectral method with a staggered grid RFFT differentiation operator (SGRFFTD) [22] [25]-[27].
This computerized modeling method has been widely employed in geophysical simulation because of its efficiencies in memory cost [28]. The predominant period in source function may be selected according to the intrinsic period of the studied object. The size of the grid should be fitted to the resolution of study. Time step
length Δt can be determined based on the formula v∆t ∆x < 2 π . The maximum frequency of the simulation
technique calculated by fmax = Vmin/2Δx should not be less than that of the study objective. A simplified line
source employed in the simulation may be beneficial for investigating the relationship between the wave propagation and the geological structure, although the wave field variations are also related to many seismic parameters [29]. The line source force perpendicular to the profile in Figure 1 is taken as a Gaussian-shaped spatial
function with a Ricker wavelet time source function having a predominant frequency of 3.5 Hz. In the discrete
numerical simulation, the model in the present analysis was sampled using 256 × 128 grids at 100 m horizontal
(x) and depth (z) spacing. According to velocity structure and grid spacing, the limiting frequency in the simulation is about 6.0 Hz, and the time interval is taken as 0.03 seconds. Seismic waveforms with a duration of 18
seconds were simulated. The absorbing boundary condition with twenty grids was applied to the lateral and bottom edges of the spatial grid [30]. The exponential absorption width was twenty grids in the above edges. The
free-surface condition was approximated by including 128 zero shear wave velocity points above the upper surface of the model in vertical derivatives of stress. The symmetric differentiation method was applied for vertical
differentiation of displacement to stabilize the derivatives in the surface nodes.
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Figure 1. Model structure formed by the sediment basin over
the half infinite rock space and the seismic acceleration wave
propagation snapshots at 2.7 seconds. Broken line ABCD:
boundary between the granite rock (II) and sediment soil (I)
layers. Asterisk (*): shake source. The number under the abscissa: Observation site No.

3. Propagation of Multi-Reflection Waves
Some late conversion waves related to the ground motion occur during the propagation in the basin. In order to
clarify the causative mechanisms of the late-arrival conversion waves concerning the basin structure it is necessary to investigate the wave propagation process. Figure 1 depicts the basin structure scheme for the sediment
basin layer over the half infinite rock space with the simulated snapshot of the seismic acceleration wave propagation starting just from the source. Broken line ABCD represents the boundary between the sediment soil (I)
and granite rock (II) layers, viz. the bottom of the basin. The asterisk in the lower right part of region II
represents the source location. The seismic wave velocities and densities of the sedimentary basin and rock are
shown in Table 1. In the snapshot of Figure 1 the wave propagated radiantly as a spherical wave front in the
rock region II at 2.7 seconds. It could also be seen that the spherical wave was refracting into the sedimentary
layer (region I) at the segment CD of the basin bottom boundary at that time. The original spherical wave front
became flatter, converting seemingly a plane wave front partially at the segment CD. The conversion wave is
named as the refraction wave S1 hereafter. Simultaneously a weak wave with similar spherical wave front reflected back the rock layer II under segment CD of the boundary.
Figure 2 shows other simulated snapshots of the seismic acceleration after 2.7 s. In the snapshot at 5.4
seconds in Figure 2(a) it is clearly seen that the original spherical wave in rock region II almost approached
corner A on the left side of the basin bottom. The corresponding reflection wave back layer II can be seen under
site B. The refraction acceleration wave S1 upgoing at CD region in Figure 1 converted already the leftgoing
wave and was propagating leftward over segment BC in the sedimentary region I at 5.4 s. It looked like a plane
wave front there. The lower end of the front of wave S1 seemed to fold upward above segment AB as the wave
S1 passed through the corner B in Figure 2(a). The amplitude of wave S1 over segment AB was likely to be less
than that over segment BC. This might be due to the refraction angle of wave S1 from layer II to layer I at segment AB was different from those at segments BC and CD. At the upper end of wave S1 in Figure 2(a), the
leftgoing wave S1 reflected back region I at the air free surface over corner C, forming a downgoing wave
propagating leftward following S1, which was taken as the downgoing reflection wave of S1 at the surface.
When the reflection wave of S1 traveled to segment CD of the bottom in Figure 2(a) it reflected strongly upward. This upward wave was taken as multi-reflection seismic acceleration wave S2. Simultaneously, however,
it looked as if hardly any wave refracted into hard rock layer II from the downgoing reflection wave of S1 in
layer I. Only a very weak refraction wave was transmitted to the rock layer at the site generating wave S2
through segment CD, compared with the amplitude of reflection wave S2.
Similarly the strong multi-reflection seismic acceleration wave S3 following wave S2 occurred in Figure 2(b)
and Figure 2(c). The downgoing reflection waves at the free surface of S2 and S3 can also be seen in Figure
2(b) and Figure 2(c). In the snapshot 8.1s in Figure 2(b), the leftgoing wave S1 in Figure 2(a) has already disappeared. The remaining downgoing surface reflection wave of S1 links to the lower end of wave front S2. The
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Figure 2. Simulated snapshots at 5.4 (a), 8.1 (b) and 10.8 (c)
seconds for seismic acceleration wave propagations. S1, S2,
S3, and S4 are seismic phases. Other symbols have same
meanings as those in Figure 1. The number under the abscissa:
Observation point No.

lower end of wave front S2 folded up when it passed the corner C. The different slopes of the wave front
represented the apparent velocity variation (the velocity of wave propagating along the surface). This was because the reflection plane in the bottom generating wave S2 varied from segment CD to BC. It could be seen
that a multi-reflection wave formed by waves S2 and S3, etc., traveled leftward in t he basin evidently. The
wave S3 was developed well in shot 10.8s. Simultaneously with the generating of multireflection wave S3,
however, it looked as if hardly any wave refracted into hard rock layer II from the downgoing reflection wave of
S2 in Figure 3(b) and Figure 3(c), similar to the case with wave S2 generation in Figure 2(a). Some very weak
refraction wave perhaps transmitted into the rock at the generation site of S3 through the basin bottom in Figure
2(b) and Figure 2(c).
It can also be seen that the leftgoing wave S3 reflected back the sediment layer at the surface in shot 10.8s.
The downgoing reflection wave of S3 propagated following S3. The left-going waves S1, S2 and S3 passed
through the surface one by one, with their own apparent velocities. Such sequential oscillation shook the constructions on the surface multiple times, and probably could result in heavy damage.
In Figure 2(b), clear seismic acceleration wave S4 appeared over segment AB and propagated rightward,
crossing the downgoing reflection wave of S1. Wave S4 was the secondary surface wave which was converted
at the basin edge after the spherical wave from the granite rock layer refracted upward into the shallow sedimentary layer I left of corner A. The secondary surface wave S4 was propagated in the opposite direction to that
of S1 as mentioned above. More conversion wave phases occurred and propagated along different directions in
the basin in shot 10.8 s in Figure 2(c). If the rightgoing seismic wave S4 met the leftgoing wave S2 the interference between the secondary surface wave S4 and the reflection body wave S2 probably occurred at that location of the basin. This might have resulted in peak ground motion and heavy damage also. The locations of peak
ground motions are perhaps attributable to the apparent velocity difference between the secondary surface wave
and the body wave.

4. Results and Discussion
Figure 3(b) shows the simulated acceleration seismogram gather lasting 18 seconds at the surface of the model
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Figure 3. Simulated seismic acceleration waveform gather at
the surface of the model in Figure 1(b), and the maximum
amplitude distribution of the waveforms at the corresponding
sites in panel (b) during the 18-second simulation period (a).
The number under the abscissa: Observation point (grid). The
number by the ordinate: simulation time (unit: second). * in
the lower right: the source. ↓: peak amplitude. S1, S2, S3, and
S4: same seismic phases in Figure 2. Notice: the maximum
amplitudes in (a) and waveforms in (b) about 20 grids in the
lateral and bottom edges of the model are no meaning because
of the absorbing boundary condition with twenty grids.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4. Spectrum analyses of the waveform during the period of great wave
amplitude. (a): for waveform S1 between the 2nd and 6th second at the 120th
observed site in Figure 3(b), (b): for waveform S2 between the 6th and 10th
second at the 120th observed site in Figure 3(b), (c): for waveform S3 between the 13th and 17th seconds at the 96th observed site, respectively. The
extremum amplitudes of waveform S1, S2 and S3 could be seen around 4.0
Hz, 2.9 Hz, and 1.8 Hz, respectively.

in Figure 1 (the 216 effectively simulated receiver points). Figure 3(a) gives the maximum amplitudes of
waveforms observed at the corresponding sites in Figure 3(b). The seismic wave phase S1, S2 and S3 etc. mentioned above in Figure 2 are clearly seen in Figure 3 too. The ratio for the distance between two sites along the
surface to their corresponding travel time difference indicates the wave’s apparent velocity. The times intervals
for waves to shake buildings on the surface were preferably related to the apparent velocity as mentioned above.
This can also be seen directly in the travel time curve as shown in the seismic acceleration waveform gather in
Figure 3. The travel time curves of converted wave S1, S2, etc., varied evidently from one another.
The travel time curve of the wave series S1 looks as though there are flat arcs in the right end in Figure 3(b)
when wave S1 arrived just in the surface after about 3 seconds. There were great apparent velocities of S1 over
there. The travel time curve gradually became precipitous along with the S1 leftgoing propagation. The apparent
velocities became small from the 128th to 72th grids, about corresponding to the BC segment of the basin bottom in Figure 2. It became great left of the 76th grid again. The changes of the apparent velocity for waves S1
evidently were related to the corners D, C, B and A of the basin bottom boundary, similarly to the changes displayed by wave fronts in Figure 2.
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The travel time curve of wave series S2 did not vary as complicatedly as S1 did. The apparent velocity of S2
is less than that of S1 wavelet on a whole. The variation looked like uniformity right of the 100th grid. The apparent velocity of wave series S2 were likely great left of the observation point 100. The apparent velocity of
wave series S3 seems to vary much uniformly. The apparent velocity of S3 was less than those of wavelet S1
and S2 in Figure 3(b) usually. Apparent velocity of wave phases turned less and less in the medium together
with reflection time increase in this analysis. The apparent velocity variations of waves were attributable to their
reflection and refraction angles as the wave phases generated or propagated. The apparent velocity of rightgoing
wave S4 probably was less than that of wave S3. For example, the average apparent velocity of the surface wave
S4 between the 80th and 108th grid, the 12.5 grids/s was less than that of S3 by 2.1 grids/s.
It could roughly be seen that the amplitudes of waveforms revealed heterogeneous spatial distribution in Figure 1 and Figure 2. The temporal and spatial amplitude variations of the waveforms at the surface are clearly
seen in Figure 3. With regard to the leftgoing wave S1, the amplitudes became suddenly little as the wave
passed through observation point 76 over corner B (in Figure 2) of the basin bottom before 7 seconds in Figure
3(b). This may be because of the change of incidence angle of wave S1 that the spherical wave refracted in the
basin from rock medium II passing through the corner B as shown in Figure 2. As for the amplitudes of wave
phase S2, they were less than those of S1 on the whole. The waveforms of S2 were weak in the sites right of
about the 190th grid before about 6 seconds, compared to those left of the 190th grid. The waveform of S2 almost vanished in the region left of the 64th grid.
The seismic acceleration waveforms of S3 were little right of the 112th grid in Figure 3(b). The amplitudes of
leftgoing wave S3, however, became great about left of the 112th grid as it propagated through the corner B after the 12 seconds. Such amplitude change was attributable to the change of reflection plane of the S3 wave series propagating in the basin. The severe shaking of wave S3 after 12 seconds might result in heavier damage
again following the strong shakes due to waves S1 and S2. The above results of temporal and spatial heterogeneous distribution for seismic ground motions are useful for the assessment of earthquake hazards and seismic
risk.
In order to analyze spatial characteristics of strong ground motion further at the surface Figure 3(a) shows the
maximum amplitudes of waveforms simulated at the corresponding sites in Figure 3(b). The maximum amplitude curve of waveforms fluctuated greatly with grids at the surface. The three peak amplitudes occurring in the
observation grids 76, 108 and 124 marked by the downward arrows in Figure 3(a) respectively. The peak amplitude 1.42 at observation point 124 upper left of corner C in Figure 2 was attributable to waveform S1 around
5.8 s based on analyzing the waveforms in Figure 3(b). The peak amplitude 1.39 at grid 76 upper right of corner
B (in Figure 2) simulated resulted from waveform S1 around 6.8 s. Therefore, the above extrema of the amplitudes of S1 are probably attributable to the basin corner structure effects, e.g., corner focusing actions, resulting
in heavy earthquake damage at the two sites. The grid difference between extremum point 124 and corner C is
evidently different from that between extremum point 76 and corner B. The spatial location relationship between
the corner of the basin bottom and the site of the extremum amplitude on the surface is attributable to the angle
of the bend basin bottom corner in Figure 2 and wave incident angle. The third peak 1.38 at observation point
108 might be attributable to late arrival wave S2 around 10.9 s and/or perhaps generated by the interference between S2 and the secondary surface wave S4 as motioned above. This implies that the secondary wave might
have resulted in peak ground motion and heavy damage again after wave S1 disappeared.
The three peak values were shown in Table 1 with their locations. It is noted that the peak values of the
strong ground motion does not occur in the left region near the source in Figure 3, but in the right side away
from the source. It implies that the geological structure in the heterogeneous medium more strongly affects the
ground motion than the distance did in the present analysis.
The study on seismic wave deals with dynamic resolution. It is necessary to investigate the wave frequency
because spectrum analysis is significant for aseismic research and mitigating damage. The destruction degree of
buildings due to an earthquake is closely related to the frequency of input wave and some dynamic parameters.
As mentioned above, the body wave refracted into the basin from the rock layer brought the multi reflection
waves formed by wave S1, S2 and S3. The multi-reflection wave propagating in the soil basin structure (V s1 in
Table 2) over the half infinite rock space (Vs2 in Table 2) in Figure 2 is similar to the case of supercritical reflection of the body wave (Vs1 < Vs2) within the surface layer. It probably cause in the surface wave. The wave
front of wave S1 looked narrow in the snapshot in Figure 2(a), being narrower than that of wave S2. The wave
front widths of S1, S2 and S3 were also different from one another. Figure 3(b) depicts the simulated waveform
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Table 1. Wave velocity and density in each layer in Figure 1.
Layer

Vp (km/s)

Vs (km/s)

Density (g/cm3)

Reference

I

2.1

1.2

2.0

Sediment

II

6.0

3.5

2.6

Granite

Table 2. Peak amplitudes of waveforms at the surface in Figure 3.
Peak No

Occurring grid

Time (s)

Maximum

Cause

1

120 - 124

5.8

1.42

S1

2

76

6.8

1.39

S1

3

108

10.9

1.38

S2, S4

lasting 18 seconds gather at the surface observation points. Such frequency variations can be further identified in
the waveform gather in Figure 3(b). The wave period changed even in the same wavelet, e.g., the wave periods
of wave S2 left of the 190th grid were greater than those right of the 190th grid. The periods changed also in
waves S1 and S3. The frequencies of the S2 wave series in the middle region between the 90th grid and the
190th grid are lower than those of the S1 series in the same region on average in Figure 3(b). Obviously, the
frequencies of the multireflection wave series S3 with great amplitude between the 60th and 110th grid look
lower than those of waveforms S2 and S1 simulated in the same grids as a whole. The late arriving wave S3
likely has the maximum period.
As example, we analyzed spectral characteristics of the main waveforms around their maximum periods in
Figure 3(b), viz. analyzed spectral characteristics of the waveform S1 between the 2nd and 6th second and
waveform S2 between the 6th and 10th second at the 120th observed site (seeing Figure 3) and waveform S3
between the 13th and 17th seconds at the 96th site. The spectrum analysis results of waveform S1, S2 and S3 in
the periods and sites mentioned above were shown in left (a), middle (b) and right panels (c) in Figure 4, respectively. The great amplitudes of waveform S1, S2 and S3 could still be found about 4.0 Hz, 2.9 Hz, and 1.8
Hz, respectively. The corresponding periods for these frequencies approached to 0.25 s, 0.35 s and 0.56 s. The
finds imply that the frequency domains of great wave amplitude among the wave phases in Figure 4 get lower
and lower according to the sequence of the wave phase arriving.
The apparent velocity and frequency of waves, such dynamic characteristics of waves varied in the propagation as mentioned above. The frequencies of the late arriving waveform S3 seem to get low. This may be a useful way to identify the reflection and multireflection waves in the medium layer. The finding shows that the
complex basin structure can change not only the spatial distribution of the seismic wave field strength, but also
deeply effect the period, etc, dynamic characteristics of waves in propagating. The late arrival conversion waves
with various frequencies widen the frequency band of waves to shake buildings on the surface.
Seismic wave simulations in the model with the soil basin overlaying the half infinite rock layer space were
performed in the present analysis. The potential effects upon the wave propagation and strong ground motion
due to the regional structure characteristics of the basin were clarified in detail. The results showed that the
spherical incident wave from granite rock refracting into the soil medium could not only excite a series of multireflection waves with the same propagation direction to the incident wave but also the secondary surface wave
with the converse direction. The late-arrival seismic waves phases are probably attributable to the geometrical
shape and geological structure.
Analyzing wave conversion status further, it can be found that the major energy from the source in the rock
layer with high seismic velocity easily transferred into the soil layer with low velocity, and energy little reflected
back to the rock layer as shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2. Whereas the wave was hardly refracted into the rock
layer and reflected strongly back to the soil layer as the wave from the soil basin traveled to the bottom boundary of the basin. Such properties of energy transfer between media with high and low velocities are not only
very significant for aseismic research but also for crustal velocity investigations and resource explorations [31]
[32]. The energy of seismic waves barely returned to the rock layer but was consumed almost entirely in the sedimentary basin. The multireflection waves oscillated up and down within the basin as shown in Figure 2. The
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oscillations shook buildings over the basin structure time after time. This could make the earthquake damage
severely.
The analysis of extrema of waveform amplitudes benefited assessments of earthquake hazard and seismic risk
in urban areas. The amplitudes of all waves were distributed heterogeneously whether refraction wave or multireflection waves. Some peak amplitudes of waveforms at the surface due to the converted refraction wave S1
imply that geometrical focusing caused by corners in the basin bottom may significantly amplify ground motions. The interference between the reflection wave S2 and the secondary surface wave S4 coming from opposite
directions further amplified the ground motions also. The late arrival wave also resulted in peak ground motion
on the surface, as well as the initial refraction wave S1 in Figure 3. This is valuable information concerning
ground motion for disaster prevention and aseismic research. The locations of interference peak ground motions
are probably attributable to the apparent velocity difference rather than the velocity difference between the secondary surface and the body waves. The severe shaking of late arrival wave S3 might result in heavier damage
again after the strong shakes due to waves S1 and S2.
The simulation showed that the geometry of the basin in the heterogeneous velocity structure not only
changed the spatial distribution of the seismic wave fields, it also deeply affected the apparent velocity and wave
frequency, such dynamic characteristics of the waves. The later the wave phase happened, the lower the apparent velocity was. The time interval for the waves S1, S2 and S3 shaking the buildings and the wave interference
location are related to the apparent velocity. The apparent velocities varied with the bottom shape displaying the
incidence and reflection angles of waves. Specially, spectrum analyses of the input waves S1, S2 and S3 were
also significant for aseismic research and mitigating earthquake damage [33] [34]. The wave periods probably
varied with propagation in the sediment layer based on the results in Figure 3 and Figure 4. The periods of
waves S1, S2, S3 and S4 were different from one another. The frequency changed with location and time even
for same wave phase. The highest frequency of wave S2 was lower than the highest one of wave S1. Similarly,
the highest frequency of wave S3 was lower than the highest one of wave S2. The spectrum analysis also shows
that the frequency domain of great wave amplitude for different wave phase gets lower and lower according to
the sequence of the wave phase arriving.
The wave frequency dispersion was usually encountered in the wave propagation problem in the water layer
over the half infinite space [35]. Such multi reflection wave S1, S2 and S3 propagating in sedimentary structure
over the half infinite rock space, was similar to the case that the body wave supercritically reflected within the
interface (Vs1 < Vs2 in Table 2). It probably generated the surface wave [36]. An incident wave from rock
brought the multireflection waves with different frequencies in the sedimentary layer. It might be taken as frequency dispersion phenomenon. The late arrival conversion waves with various frequencies widened the frequency band of waves, resulting in heavy earthquake damage to more buildings with corresponding intrinsic
frequencies. The spectral analysis for the waves may not only be significant for studies of strong ground motion
but also for the elimination of the multireflection wave in resource exploration engineering.
The above properties about multireflection wave propagation, corner’s focusing and wave interference in the
basin can be seen in other cases [17] [22]. Figure 5 gave another result about wave propagation in basin to show
relationship between propagation wave field and the parameters of basin structure. Figure 5(c) show the study
results on soil amplification ratios for different half basin structures with 3 layers (a) and 4 layers (b) under the
plane wave incidence case. The peak value accelerations of ground motion for (a) and (b) cases occurred in the
different sites. The peak amplitude of (a) case was less than that of (b) cases here. The soil amplification ratio
due to parameters of basin structure influences nonlinearly the seismic ground motion basically [37]. The further
quantitatively scientific relationship might be expectable for research and engineering.

5. Conclusions
Simulation results for seismic wave propagation in the present analysis indicated that the heterogeneous velocity
structures of the basin over the half infinite rock layer deeply affected the temporal-spatial distribution of dynamic characteristics of seismic waves besides the amplitudes.
The body wave from the rock layer refracted into the basin brought the multireflection waves formed by wave
S1, S2 and S3, and the secondary surface wave S4. The seismic field in the basin revealed the newly complicated characteristics due to the occurrences of the multi-waves. The strong ground motions on the basin were
closely related to multireflection waves and the secondary surface wave. As the results in the present analysis
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5. Simulations for propagation wave field and parameters of basin structure under the plane wave incidence case
from the bottom. Simulated soil amplification ratios (c) for
different half basin structures with 3 layers (a) and 4 layers (b).

showed that the physical interference between the body wave and the secondary surface wave significantly amplified the ground motions and caused in the peck value acceleration besides the geometrical focusing due to the
basin corner. The sites of peak accelerations due to the geometrical focusing were attributable to the angles of
corners and azimuths of incidence waves. The location of peak ground motion due to the wave interference was
attributable to the apparent velocity difference rather than the velocity difference between the secondary surface
wave and the body wave. Some peak ground motion occurred away from the source region. This implies that the
geometrical structure in the heterogeneous medium and the wave interference more strongly affects the ground
motion than the distance function.
The late-arrival waves of multireflection waves can also resulted in the peak ground motion besides the refraction wave from the rock layer. A series of waves with great amplitudes oscillating up-down within the basin
shook the buildings time after time, extending the period shaking the buildings, resulting in heavy seismic damage.
The body wave refracted into the basin from the rock layer probably causes another surface wave. The supercritical reflection of the body wave within the surface layer over the half infinite rock layer is taken as the physical mechanism generating the surface wave. The multi-reflection wave propagating in the soil basin structure
with velocity Vs1 (in Table 1) over the half infinite rock space with velocityVs2 (in Table 1) in Figure 2 is similar to the case of the supercritical reflection (Vs1 < Vs2) of the body wave within the surface layer. It probably is
a case of the Love wave propagating in the single layer over the half infinite space indeed.
The spectral analysis of waveform with great wave amplitude is important for the aseismic study and mitigating damage. The spectral analyses of various waveforms during the period with great wave amplitude in Figure
4 indicated that the frequencies of the seismic phases propagating in basin are different from one another. The
frequency of the late-arrival waves of multireflection might change during propagation, occurring likely dispersion of the surface wave. The frequency domains of waveforms during the period of great wave amplitude for
multi-wave phase get lower and lower according to the sequence of the wave phase arriving. The late-arrival
conversion waves with various frequencies widened the frequency band of waves shaking buildings and could
seriously damage the buildings with the corresponding intrinsic frequencies.
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